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First of all, I would like to greet you all - the Commission, the
Presidency, my colleagues in the European Parliament, the
representatives of European manufacturing and the staff of the
European Forum for Manufacturing and to say that I am happy to meet
you, even if it is only online. I hope you are all well and that we can
meet directly as soon as possible. I would like to thank you and say
that I am honoured to chair today's meeting.
As a former Minister for SMEs, Business and Tourism, a
businesswoman and currently Vice-Chair of the Committee on the
Internal Market and Consumer Protection, I believe that we have to start a process of recovering
the European economy and industry as soon as possible. We need to complete production
chains at European level and make sure that we do not depend on imports from third countries.
Today, we voted in the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection, on the draft
Opinion on a New Industrial Strategy for Europe, which, in point 5, emphasizes the importance
of sustainability, which has to be at the heart of European industry development plans. In this
situation created by the pandemic, I believe that SMEs have been the hardest hit and more
attention should be paid to supporting them in the recovery process.
We all know that the European Commission has proposed a recovery plan in the context of the
crisis created by COVID-19. On 21 July, European leaders agreed on this recovery plan and on
the future MFF 2021-2027, and I hope that we, as Parliament and the Council, will reach an
agreement as soon as possible to save the European economy and eliminate the damage caused
in all fields by this crisis.
Of course, it will not be easy to counter this crisis, we will have to work hard to recover at an
accelerated pace and we will have to find answers and solutions to the challenges of the crisis.
At the moment, I believe that the EU should show solidarity and unity more than ever.
The papers submitted by you will be available on the site in accordance with the principles of
transparency.

PRIORITIES FOR RECOVERY & NEW INDUSTRIAL POLICY
Slawomir TOKARSKI, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, DG GROW,
Director Industrial Policy & Innovation
Setting the scene
In the second longest European Council meeting ever (1721 July 2020), Heads of State or Government reached
political agreement on a package worth €1.82 trillion
combining the new MFF (€1,074,3 billion) with the
recovery instrument, Next Generation EU (€750 billion). Its
centre piece is the Recovery and Resilience Fund, which
will provide large-scale financial support – to the amount
of €672.5 billion in grants and loans – to investments
undertaken by Member States.
The next step is for the necessary legislation to be adopted as soon as possible in order to get
funds flowing to the countries, sectors and regions most hit by the crisis.
The European Commission proposal for Regulation on Recovery and Resilience Facility.
• In terms of finance:
o Grants will be allocated in function of the population, unemployment and GDP per
capita.
o Loans up to 4,7% of GNI
• In terms of scope of the Recovery and Resilience Plans
o Structural reforms identified in European Semester
o Focus on Green and Digital transition
o Resilience – need to diversify key supply chains to strengthen strategic autonomy
Lessons learnt from the crisis:
• We need to prepare to deal with costly and disruptive crises. COVID is just one of them.
Climate change is on the horizon. So we have to think about resilience.
• The reliance on external suppliers led in some cased to disruption of supply chains (raw
materials, pharmaceutics);
• Reliance on value chains on the Single Market is more pronounced that the reliance on
external suppliers. European Union is highly integrated economy and any fragmentation of
the Single Market leads to massive disruption. Hence new approach - 14 ecosystems
(alliances/cluster included) to capture interlinkages and interdependences among firms
across Single Market.
• There is still huge potential in digitalisation, during the crisis the transformation advanced
rapidly (3D printing).
All those elements are presented in new Industrial Strategy, which is a clear argument that we
need to focus recovery investment on opportunities linked to green and digital transition,
resilience and strategic autonomy.
At the same time it is important for the European Commission that:
• Recovery plans of Member States are coordinated, so that we can transform the whole
ecosystem crossing the borders. It does not make sense move in one direction in one
Member State and the other elsewhere. Tourism is a good example here – investment in
COVID 19 resilient travel infrastructure.
• Investment goes where the biggest multiplier and spill-over effects exist – for example
renovation wave in the construction sector which combines social elements (affordable
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housing) with green, energy efficiency, digital buildings, circular technologies etc while at the
same time the investment in construction has a high job creation potential.
• We invest in new markets to reach critical mass and keep leadership – good example is
Hydrogen Alliance which associates now 400 companies (production of clean
hydrogen/transport and distribution/industrial use of clean hydrogen for decarbonisation)
and finally • We need to invest recovery money also in upskilling (estimates – 100 million workers in the
EU to be upskilled in the next 5 years) and reskilling (due to current restructuring of many
companies which will lead to massive lay-offs of highly qualifies people). Skills pacts with
ecosystems could be an important tool in this respect.
Towards these objectives, we will be giving guidelines to Member States.

EU COUNCIL PRESIDENCY PRIORITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL POLICY
Dr. Norbert SCHULTES,
PERMANENT REPRESENTATION of the FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY to the EU, Head of Economic Affairs
Our objective: Together for Europe’s recovery.
During the German Council Presidency, we will do all we can to address
the decisive challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic and its economic
consequences. We work together for a strong and sustainable European
recovery. The guiding principles of our Council Presidency focus on this
challenge, but cover other and interlinked objectives as well.
They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The permanent overcoming of the COVID-19 pandemic and the economic recovery
A stronger and more innovative Europe
A just Europe
A sustainable Europe
A Europe of security and common values
A strong Europe in the world.

The motto of our Presidency “Together for Europe’s recovery” stresses that we can only achieve
this through joint actions. We will work “together” with the other European Member States and
stakeholders on ambitious and comprehensive priorities for the Internal Market and Industry.
This includes:
•
•
•
•

restoring and strengthening the Single Market for future competitiveness and growth;
strengthening the European industrial sector as an engine for growth and an enabler for
the digital and green transformation;
fostering resilience and economic prowess in business, especially SMEs;
modernizing competition law and state aid policy.

To ensure that we will have a quick recovery, we need not only “joint actions”, but also “fast
reactions”. This crisis requires unprecedented efforts. The speed of our response and a forwardlooking perspective are crucial to ensure that we can come out of the crisis stronger than
before.
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The key aspects that the Council industry working party will cover towards a competitive,
innovative and resilient European economy are the following:
•
•
•
•

leading European business back to strength;
keeping markets open and creating a level playing field;
strengthening digital sovereignty of the EU;
shaping structural change and harnessing the opportunities offered by the European Green
Deal.

We count on your support.
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
Reinhard BÜTIKOFER MEP, (Greens, Germany) Chair Delegation
for Relations - China,
Foreign Affairs Committee
Substitute International Trade Committee
I still recall the time when mentioning the need for an EU
Industrial Policy would at least in some capitals like my own,
make economic ministry officials’ toenails curl. Industrial Policy,
so a certain orthodoxy taught, was an uncouth temptation right
from a textbook with terrible French Colbertist inclinations, or
worse.
Today there is a widely shared agreement that the EU needs an Industrial Policy in order to stay
competitive with other regions of the globe, in particular with Asia, where China, Japan, South
Korea, Taiwan and others have successfully developed their own Industrial Policies. And even
though many American economists would have you believe there is no such thing as an
Industrial Policy in the United States -“it’s a yellow elephant, it doesn’t exist” someone told me,
the U.S. government has long implemented industrial policies; they just run it through the
Department of Defence most of the time.
It has become a strongly endorsed conviction across the political spectrum that the EU’s
Industrial Policy should focus or combining green innovation and digital innovation. The level of
ambition in both dimensions however is not high enough for my taste. The fact that both,
digitisation and greening of the EU’s industries have taken second rank among the recovery
fund priorities cannot be papered over by nice rhetoric.
Other fundamental issues with regard to the Industrial Policy are also unresolved:
• What balance do we want to strike between the statist approach and an approach based on

the tradition of ordo-liberalism? Case in point: Do we need an Airbus like champion to
strengthen Europe’s IT-Industry?
• How much Europe will there be in the Industrial Policy at a time when rationalizing
tendencies are growing in strength?
• Does the EU Industrial Policy indeed focus enough effort on avoiding regional rifts, making
sure that the peripheral economies in particular will not be left behind?
• Does the EU’s Industrial Policy shape our trade policies or is it the other way around?
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• Do we develop concepts that allow us to intensify industrial cooperation with countries and

regions with which we want to promote partnership like the Western Balkans or our African
neighbour continent or the Southeast Asian region?
• How will we implement the lessons from the present pandemic that for EU’s industrial future
a narrow focus on efficiency is not enough, that resilience and avoiding tech dependencies
are also imperative goals?
• How do we make sure that societal, educational and financial framework conditions will be

such, that the investment on human capacities and human capabilities will not be made an
individual risk, but a shared common good?
• Finally, will industry leaders understand that the shared societal responsibility includes
upholding our European values? Or will they denounce human rights due diligence
legislation because they see it as just another burden?
Many questions to be sorted out in an all-of society approach: with business representatives big
and small, political decision makers on all levels, trade union representatives, civic
organisations, NGOs, people from academia, and not least the general public.

Maria LEITÃO-MARQUES MEP, (S&D, Portugal) Vice Chair Internal
Market Committee; Substitute, Industry Research & Energy
Committee
The new industrial policy and the recovery that I envision for the
European Union has to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Learn with the frailties the crisis exposed;
Blend and leverage the digital and green transitions;
Benefit both consumers and businesses;
Foster sustainable international trade, with fair access to and by
foreign markets.

On the frailties the crisis exposed, it became clear we need to reintegrate some industries in the
EU. This implies a degree of strategic autonomy. However, it must not be a centralised
adventure based on European champions, but it should happen in a decentralised way that
potentiates all regions of the EU and leverages the network of start-ups and SMEs across the EU.
This implies that reindustrialisation will have to be digital and green by design. For us to have
the best of both worlds we need to make digital greener and the green more digital. And it must
not leave anyone behind: that is why reskilling and upskilling our workers is important.
The level of consumer protection must be at least identical to that we have in the offline world if this still exists. The recovery should also makes us think about what kind of power relations
we want to have between consumers, workers and companies in a digital world, and especially
with platforms.
None of this means the end of international trade. We stand by multilateralism, and that implies
being open to international trade. However, we will not accept winner-takes-all situations or
companies that are vehicles of other countries’ governments. We will be open, but not naive.
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Christian EHLER MEP, (EPP Germany), Industry, Research &
Energy Committee, Delegation for Relations - United States. (He
was unable to attend at the last minute and wished to speak to the
following points)
We need to better prioritise research, technology and innovation.
These are the driving forces of our economy and Europe’s
competitive advantage against Asia and US.
A decade ago, Member States agreed that by 2020, public and
private sectors combined would invest at least 3% of their GDP
in
research and innovation. This is not yet the case. If Europe is to
excel in fighting COVID 19 and future pandemics, and developing
the needed technologies of transformative nature for our green and digital transitions, we need
to prioritise the right programmes.
Horizon Europe has received very little increase compared to the large number of priorities it is
expected to address. EC also needs to better prioritise digital transformation. This priority
should be addressed at the same level as decarbonisation.
There is currently an inconsistency between EU strategies/targets and the funding and toolbox
in place to implement them. In the recovery package, we have reference to the hydrogen
alliance but we lack a clear plan on how to invest in the relevant infrastructure as well as the
needed push for Member States to support investments in this area. We lack a methodology to
boost the needed technology.
More generally, the 10-year climate ambition should be embedded in an overall 10-year plan
which defines research, innovation, infrastructure, industry, energy-efficiency and digitalisation
targets, which all come together to achieve economic recovery and long-term growth and jobs.

Christophe GRUDLER MEP, (Renew Europe, France) Industry,
Research & Energy Committee Shadow Rapporteur on "A New
Industrial Strategy for Europe"
I am the Shadow Rapporteur of the New European Industry
Strategy on the Recovery Plan.
A Europe wide road map is the most pragmatic choice as it will
allow the recovery of our industries in a coherent and ambitious
way while preserving and strengthening our single market.
The new method of the Commission analysis based on industrial
ecosystems creates a truly European approach. The strategy should
lead the Union out of the crisis but it also represents an
opportunity not to be missed to accelerate the transformation of
our industry towards greener, innovative, inclusive on Sovereign Europe.
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The plan must create a new ambitious and innovative European industrial project - increased
cooperation between members states and cooperation between large industries, SMEs and
universities in collaborative research.
We must multiply European industrial alliances based on different ecosystems such as the
battery alliance, or hydrogen alliance which have demonstrated their potential on added value
for EU competitiveness.
Before the crisis we had already raised the point that the EU was lacking in production units.
Moreover this crisis has accentuated the sad reality of the extreme dependence of the European
economy on foreign imports, for raw materials particularly in strategic sectors.
More than ever, Europe must be very vigilant against the risks of takeovers on strategic foreign
investments that could further increase our dependencies. We need an ambitious industrial
strategy that guarantees the sovereignty and the strategic autonomy for the Union and
especially in space. And I hope that the German Presidency will help you, will help us in this
topic. Because we are talking about the space programme actually in the Council.
We also call for a reform of the European competition policy in order to allow the questioning of
the European leaders. It is urgent for the European Union to review its definition of the relevant
market, which must be analysed at the global level not only at the European level so that it no
longer constitutes a barrier to the global competitiveness of our industry.
Regarding our objectives for a greener Europe we must put the Green Deal objectives at the
centre of the European economic policy. The EU should accelerate the transformation of its
industry toward a carbon neutral industry, and strengthen the protection of the environmental
health and biodiversity. The EU must support investment in European value chains conducive to
the massive deployment of green technologies, the development of sustainable mobility, the
decarbonisation of industries, on particularly energy, and the sustainability and reparability of
products and the creation of markets for our circular and climate neutral products in line with
the action plan for the circular economy.
Last but not least, we want an inclusive Europe. We must include industries, SMEs, regions,
localities, on-workers in the development on implementation of the recovery plan.
The Union should anticipate and map the need of industries for skilled labour. We need to
invest rapidly in training and retraining and develop a knowledge-based economy prepared for
the digital and environmental transition.

Marc ANGEL MEP, (S&D Luxembourg), Internal Market Committee
Shadow Rapporteur Opinion on "A New Industrial Strategy for
Europe"
Employment & Social Affairs Committee
Substitute Economic & Monetary Affairs Committee
As you may already followed today’s IMCO meeting, you could
realise that a vast majority of the political groups could find
compromises on the different issues.
I am very proud that the mentioned opinion goes to a futureoriented and pro-European direction.
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The opinion already reflects on supply chain disruptions we had at the beginning of the
pandemic and also highlights the importance of cross-border value-chains.
I am very proud that the European Parliament declares again that economic recovery must be
sustainable and fair with focus on digital and green transitions. This should be one of our core
values if we want to send future oriented message to the industry and to citizens. I believe that
Europe should maintain its global role model for sustainability. We, the European Parliament
and the whole European Union stood up for the Green Deal, and our task now is to go for the
same direction, on the way that we also protect and if necessary, support the industry to make
the necessary changes to reach the goals we set.
We also made clear that we have to strengthen the Single Market and we need firm actions on
unjustified regulatory and non-regulatory internal market barriers. This is also the interest of
companies and the industry, as well as the European citizens.
I also find it important to mention that we are equating social, environmental and economic
criteria in public procurement frameworks.
Finally, we did not forget the role of SMEs, micro-enterprises and start-ups as they are key
players in our market. Therefore, when we settled a strategy for industrial strategy, we needed
to keep an eye of their interest and on the other side we needed to make clear that we were not
weakening, but preserving or if possible, even strengthening the current rules for consumer
protection.
And this is just the IMCO scope of the question I am referring now. Of course, we can talk about
other crucial matters, such as for example the international trade rules, the research and
development, the robotisation, or the role of fundamental European sectors, such as food,
automotive, mechanical engineering, logistics, pharmaceuticals and medical devices. But time is
limited.

Maria da Graça CARVALHO MEP, (EPP Portugal), Industry, Research
& Energy Committee; Delegation for Relations – United States,
Substitute Internal Market Committee
Introduction
Even before the Covid-19 outbreak, the European Union recognized
the need to boost its global competitiveness through policies aiming
to increase the leadership in key emerging sectors related to the
digital transformation or the development of the green economy.
The Covid-19 crisis reinforced these assumptions and highlighted
even more the complexity of our global interrelation and the need
for the EU to build a broader concept of strategic autonomy became a priority.
Recovery Plan
The recovery plan is a good, even if not perfect, package of proposals that should be a pragmatic
help for our economy to regain control on strategic areas and value chains. While we appreciate
its ambition and the common effort that this package of measures is witnessing, we have
noticed a huge unbalance between the sides of the twin transformation that the EU is
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undertaking. The gap in terms of investments for the green and the digital pillars of the
recovery is huge: 470 vs 120 billion Euros.
Long-term budget, MFF
The latest proposals on the EU’s long-term budget, the MFF are also failing ambition and vision.
The proposed figures are very bleak and unwelcoming, in first place for research and
innovation, but also for the overall strategic goals of the next multi-annual budget: in fact, they
leave aside several areas (creative sectors, key emerging technologies, etc.) that should instead
be part of the biggest investments that we need to build the future for our next generations.
The European Parliament wants to see a much higher budget dedicated to Horizon Europe. We
proposed to have 120 billion Euros, as we are all convinced that research, innovation and
education are strategic to reach our targets, tackle our challenges and bring forward the policies
meant to increase our competitiveness, create a circular, less harmful and de-fossilized
economy, digitally transform our society and projecting the European industries into the future.
Industrial strategy
Innovation is the keystone for a successful industrial strategy. The ecosystems approach used
by the Commission for the European industrial policy is very interesting because it responds to
a pragmatic need that we all understand especially in the current times. It also represents a
novelty for the Union and the Member States. From one side it can offer a good analysis of some
of the major contributors to the European GDP, focusing on each sector's specific needs and
priorities. From another point of view, it can be dangerous as it risks picking winners among
very different sectors and countries. This is contrary to our aim, and this is why the vertical
logic should not become the rule.
The industrial strategy should at least also delineate some ecosystems that apply horizontally to
all the vertical value chains, aiming at boosting innovation, reducing the administrative burden
and simplifying bureaucracy and rules. Another horizontal ecosystem should address
manufacturing in general, as the digital transformation and the circular economy plans will be
of transversal interest, as they will bring us to re-think factories and the way we produce goods.
Conclusion
My hope is that the next steps of the European approach to relaunch our economy, build an
open strategic autonomy, achieve a more climate-friendly society and identify the industrial
priorities will be consistent and coherent. For the time being, I do not see this goal attained.

Pilar del CASTILLO VERA MEP, (EPP Spain), Industry, Research &
Energy Committee, Substitute Internal Market Committee (Bullet
points noted from her presentation)
• Need for a renew industrial policy and the recovery
• There needs to be a single European database – promotion of
data sharing
• Need for a real industrial strategy in Europe
• Europe competitiveness is at a cross-road due to the intense
international competition
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• Europe needs to focus on itself and insure we still have a strong industrial sector
• EU has many assets- on a global level and we must not forget one that is very important industrial software and robotics
• It is urgent to have a well defined focus on industrial European strategy
• It is critical to boost Europe’ economy competitiveness
• Need to create a single European data space, that guarantees the free flow of data and
establish an ecosystem that promote data sharing
• Promote “skilling” revolution that support the skills and competences in science, technology,
mathematics, etc
• Entrepreneurship as well as creativity
• Incentive needed to all members states to modernise education and training and promote a
reskilling revolution
• Digitalisation, the Covid-crisis acts as a magnifying lens and has shown the urgency for
Europe to move towards the digital transformation, this of course includes the
manufacturing sector
• Needs financial support to industry to adapt, have the adequate skills and have the latest
largest digital technology in forms of connectivity
• Ensuring digitalisation for our strong manufacturing sectors
• Need to take into account the full supply chain of the different sectors
• Those measures will benefit an entire ecosystem of technology
• We must take a real, quantitative leap in digitalising Europe
• Need of a digital leadership, if not, we are lost

Geert BOURGEOIS MEP, (ECR Belgium) International Trade
Committee
Shadow Rapporteur Opinion on "A New Industrial Strategy for
Europe"
Substitute Internal Market Committee
• A shift to more resources for R&D is absolutely necessary for

our SMEs.

• Average share of the GDP for R&D in the EU is only 2.06%, far

away of the 3% targeted by the Juncker-Commission

• According to Commission figures, only 9% of SMEs protect

their intellectual property. This is not surprising: it is not easy
for SMEs to find their way through the tangle of EU and
national protection mechanisms.

• A digital tech market is needed:
- Involves a level playing field and regulatory and administrative simplification.
- Ensures that SMEs can become quicker transnationally active.
- Removes existing barriers as much as possible, so that SMEs can focus all their energy on
innovation and entrepreneurship.

• A Capital Market Union is needed – this is very important for start-ups
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• An Export Plan which will support SMEs is needed – where rules of origin are under a
uniform set of criteria

Susana SOLÍS PERÉZ MEP, (Renew Europe, Spain) Environment
Committee, Shadow Rapporteur Opinion on "A New Industrial Strategy
for Europe"
Regional Development Committee
Substitute Industry, Research & Energy Committee
The COVID-19 crisis is not only a huge health and economic challenge,
but it has also been a powerful wake-up call of the need for Europe to
have adequate industrial capacity to compete globally and provide its
citizens with the goods and services they need to ensure their wellbeing.
While the importance of having a strong and competitive industrial sector goes without saying,
now this is more relevant and urgent than ever. We need an Industrial Renaissance in Europe
and European industrial leadership.
In this sense, the new European industrial strategy is key to ensure that Europe moves towards
a greener, more digital and more resilient economy.
In order to achieve this triple transition, we need an industrial sector that is stronger, more
competitive, more sustainable and capable of regaining the weight it once had in the European
economy, in order to create growth and employment.
To achieve these objectives, in turn, we need:
1. A stronger European industry that can compete on equal terms (tariffs, subsidies) with third
countries, such as China, while respecting the standards of quality in employment, human
rights and the environment.
2. A more competitive European industry with a decisive boost in R&I, more investments in the
digitalisation of our industrial facilities and more qualified human capital, especially in
digital skills and in key enabling technologies, through upskilling and reskilling strategies.
3. A more sustainable and environmentally friendly industry with greater efforts in energy
efficiency and zero emissions, support for renewable energies and a large-scale
implementation of the principles of circular economy.
4. An industry with a greater weight in our economy through the development of efficient
collaborative networks, such as industrial clusters and public-private partnerships, as well as
the development of "Industrial Alliances”, such as the European Clean Hydrogen Alliance or
the Important Projects of Common European Interest (IPCEIs), which will enable the
implementation of ground-breaking technologies on a global scale.
While all the above are essential, they cannot be achieved without a regional development
perspective. Local specificities are both inevitable and desirable to develop the strength of the
industry within a region and to understand the specific sectoral constraints and capabilities in
each area. Therefore, a place-based industrial policy would allow for a tailored approach that
enables the development of existing advantages and capabilities, creates an industrial policy
based on existing comparative advantages and helps support existing enterprises, especially
SMEs. Moreover, through disruptive technologies, such as additive manufacturing, European
industry can see localization as an opportunity to bring back manufacturing to European
regions.
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Industry has an undeniable dimension in relation to the territory in which it is located. For this
reason, it is essential that Next Generation EU and the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF)
deepen the following aspects:
1. A more effective use of European Structural Investment funds and their better absorption by
the industrial sector through the reduction of red tape along with a revision of State aid
rules. Investments in innovation by ESI Funds should be guided by the concept of “Smart
Specialization”, to allow Member States and regions to concentrate investments on their
comparative advantages and to encourage the creation of cross-European value chains.
2. Encourage the use of Cohesion Policy to develop a strong European industrial base that
leaves no one behind. In this sense, new instruments, such as the Just Transition Fund, can
help develop a strong industrial policy that allows Europe to transition towards climate
neutrality, digital sovereignty and industrial leadership, taking into consideration the social
perspective.
3. Support regions in the diversification of existing industries, upgrading industrial capacity, as
well as stimulating investments and innovation to strengthen the resilience of local
economies.
4. Recognise the importance of a local based approach towards a wider adoption of Circular
Economy principles, in order to transform waste into high value-added products through
new technologies, processes, services and business models.
The implementation of an ambitious industrial strategy in Europe must be one of the
fundamental axes of European recovery in the coming years, and the regional development
dimension must be taken into consideration when developing this strategy. Identifying the
competitive advantages of the regions, the ecosystems at their disposal and their starting
conditions are aspects that must be addressed, if we are to have a successful European
industrial strategy.

Alex AGIUS SALIBA MEP, (S&D, Malta) Internal Market Committee
substitute Budgetary Control Committee, Transport Committee
The EU industry makes up more than 20% of the EU’s economy with
36 million jobs, with some of the highest wages, high added value, and
the strongest presence of trade unions directly linked to the European
industry. Today the importance of the EU industrial policy remains
pivotal to foster the global competitiveness and sustainability of the
European business models and European SMEs.
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 crisis marked the beginning of a severe
period of turbulence for the European industry by accentuating its
existing vulnerabilities and causing widespread concerns and economic uncertainties that will
affect every part of our economy, society, and industry. It is an undoubted fact that much is
expected from the European Industrial policy to be the key in the future recovery and the core
of the European project.
In order to face the consequences of the current crisis, Europe urgently needs to envisage a new
more inclusive, more protective, and “more European” tailor-made industrial strategy aimed at
recovery, reconstruction, and sustainable transformation. Europe’s industry needs new
opportunities to create jobs and modernise its industrial sectors by creating and promoting
resilient business models and markets, promote innovation, research, and a massive boost of
investments to foster a new economic model.
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Whilst supporting the comprehensive approach proposed by the Commission in the new EU
Industrial Policy Strategy published back in March 2020, the strategy lacks clear determination
and pragmatism on the need to address the most pressing challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic, digitalisation, and decarbonisation and therefore must be improved, so as to better
reflect the current realities.
Furthermore, the focus of the Industrial Strategy must be the people. No one should be left
behind in the transformation of our industrial sector. If the new Strategy is to be a success story
than it must include a strong social and environmental dimension prioritising the economic
recovery and citizens’ and workers’ welfare.
Despite the current crisis, Europe should not stray from its ambitious Green Deal and Digital
agenda and should align the New Industrial Strategy with the European Pillar of Social Rights
and the objectives of the Green Deal and the Paris Agreement. The new industrial policy must
efficiently address the social and economic consequences of structural change and support
measures that will improve Europe’s competitiveness, as well as provide quality employment,
decent working conditions, equal opportunities, and access to well-functioning labour markets
and welfare systems for all.
More than ever, Europe will need a strong European industrial base and strong European value
chains to mitigate the negative consequences and respond to the challenges caused by the
pandemic. The current fragile supply chain heavily dependent on countries and industries
situated outside the European single market is reinforcing the urgent need to reintegrate
industrial processes inside the EU and to boost competitiveness and sustainability of SMEs by
bringing back at home or closer to home the European supply chain.
At the heart of the new Industrial policy will be the ability of Europe to lead the transitions and
drive our competitiveness and respond to the needs of a socially and environmentally
sustainable industry, which prioritises equal opportunities and social cohesion.

Sandro GOZI MEP, (Renew Europe,
Committee

France) Internal Market

• The COVID crisis posed a number of economic and societal
challenges and clearly exposed Europe's fragility and dependency
in certain strategic value chains. It left us with no choice but to
rethink our economic and industrial policies. At the same time, as
each crisis it creates opportunities, that we should be wise
enough to perceive, ambitious enough to explore and courageous
enough to act upon. Most of all, we should demonstrate trust in
our common undertaking: stronger and better Europe, providing
for growth, prosperity and solidarity.
‘;
• What are the opportunities?
To make the green and digital transition happen. To deepen our single market. To advance
the circular economy as well as more sustainable production and consumption. To make
European industrial base more resilient and to strengthen European strategic autonomy. In
fact, to make Europe a global leader in innovation and sustainable growth.
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• What should be our response?
Industrial recovery plan, designed with strong ambition, that will accelerate the
transformation towards a greener, innovative, inclusive and sovereign Europe in an
unprecedented manner and scale. Plan that will enhance the industrial resilience and
strategic autonomy of Europe and give new impulse to the Single market.
• What should be our main premises?
Diversification of supply chains through ambitious and balanced free trade agenda, ensuring
effective reciprocity for public procurement with third countries, adaptation of competition
and state aids rules, strengthening the screening of foreign investments in strategic sectors
and encouraging (re)location of investments in Europe. Supporting our industries, in
particular SMEs and safeguarding the employment in Europe has to be done in a coherent
way in order to preserve the integrity of the single market. Ensuring the swift return to a
fully functioning internal market is a precondition for recovery that is clearly not enough.
Now we should demonstrate our political will for choices on how to further deepen the
single market to the benefits of businesses and citizens.
• What type of internal market, investments and policies we should encourage?
All the recovery investments should be aligned with the priorities of the European Green
Deal and the ‘no harm’ principle. In other words, to be sustainable. To protect environment
and biodiversity. To contribute to decarbonisation of industry. To advance sustainable
mobility, deployment of green technologies, and renovation of buildings. Alongside the
investments, further policy and regulatory measures may be needed. The introduction of
border carbon adjustment mechanism and the revision of state aid rules to ensure more
ambitious climate policy and to better address the carbon leakage should be given priority.
We need an internal market that is sustainable. Internal market that advances circular
economy and encourages sustainable production and consumption by reducing the
environmental and resource footprint while providing incentives for innovation. The
approach could be sector specific with the focus being placed on the sectors that use most
resources and where the potential for circularity is high, such as: electronics and ICT;
batteries and vehicles; packaging; plastics; textiles; construction and buildings; food; water
and nutrients.
Furthermore, we should support the digitalisation of EU industry, and adopt measures to
help micro, small and medium-sized enterprises and start-ups to effectively digitise and
advance into ‘industry 4.0‘. We also need to ensure that European regulatory environment is
fit for the digital age. The evolution of digital landscape is most welcomed as it drives digital
transition and could strengthen Europe’s industrial resilience and sovereignty. Nevertheless,
it also poses certain risks and regulatory challenges that we should not shy away to address
through well-targeted regulatory measures.
• To conclude: for Europe to become a global leader in green and digital transition, we need:
Ambitious vision. Courageous actions. Trust in our common project: Europe.
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Georgios KYRTSOS MEP, (EPP, Greece) Economic & Monetary Affairs
Committee
substitute Budgets Committee
The Covid-19 crisis underlined the need for a recovery plan that will
ensure the strengthening of the relative position of European industry.
China has consolidated its position as the “global factory” and the EU-27
realized the high level of their dependency on Chinese industry even in
sectors of strategic importance.
The industrial sector became of critical importance in member countries
like Greece that are heavily dependent on tourism and services.
In Greece tourist receipts were €19 billion in 2019 and are about to fall to €4 to €5 billion in
2020.
The pandemic and its economic and social consequences will last longer than anticipated. This
makes the shift towards a new industrial policy of strategic importance.
Next Generation EU is a major step in the right direction and offers new possibilities to the
industrial sectors of the EU-27.
Nevertheless there are major weak points and omissions in the strategy implemented. There is
no extra European assistance in the industrial sector in 2020 based on additional expenditure in
the EU budget. Member-states that do not have adequate fiscal space are not in a position to
effectively support the industrial sector this year.
The European reaction to the new crisis is much better than the one during the previous crisis
but still lacks behind the USA’s reaction to the present crisis. China’s effective handling of the
Covid-19 crisis strengthened even further its industrial sector relative to the European
industrial sector.
The MFF does not cover the requirements for a new industrial policy and it is not going to be
approved, in its present form, by the European Parliament.

Radka MAXOVÁ MEP, (Renew Europe, Czech Republic)
Employment & Social Affairs Committee (She was unable to attend at the
last minute and wished to speak to the following points)
To successfully tackle both climate and digital challenges, the new
industrial policy needs to not only help to deliver a stronger economy,
but also a fairer society.
This means that just transition should be central to the policy,
supporting both the most affected and vulnerable sectors and regions, as
well as the workers. The focus should be on creating and maintaining
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employment in the EU by supporting the workers and companies in the transition into green
and digital world. Such a strong social dimension is key for achieving European industry that is
future-oriented and competitive at the global level.
Recalling that our greatest source are people and their skills, it is essential for the workers to
successfully adapt to the jobs of the future. The COVID-19 crisis further accelerated the green
and digital transitions and the shortage of skills needed to successfully complete these
transitions is both a challenge and opportunity. Re-skilling and up-skilling of people in
European industry is key to enhance employability, productivity, innovation, and therefore
competitiveness of the European industry, economic growth, well-being of the citizens and
social cohesion and as such, it must be an integral part of the recovery.
Our approach to up-skilling and re-skilling must be based on the principles of inclusive
education, training and lifelong learning, as well as labour mobility, portability and recognition
of professional skills and qualifications. All the workers must be able to benefit from it, thereby
eliminating inequalities based on gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, religion or belief,
age, disability or geographical location.
For the successful accomplishment of digital transformation, using the full potential of both
women and men is crucial. However, women lag behind in their ability to access, use and afford
digital tools. Women also face stereotypes that affect their career choices. Consequently,
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) are the most gender-segregated
occupations in the labour market. Systemic policy interventions aimed at addressing this gap
are therefore needed.
Last but not least, while businesses face the challenge of skills shortages, it is also important to
keep in mind that they are key actors in fostering development of skills and they should,
therefore, be encouraged to engage in re-skilling and up-skilling together with educational
institutions. Importantly, SMEs play a crucial role in the European economy and it is therefore
essential to support new SMEs through creating and maintaining business friendly
environment, promoting entrepreneurship, supporting the SMEs’ innovation and
competitiveness and facilitating access to finance.
To sum up, European industrial policy needs to be strategic and forward-looking, supporting
the green and digital transitions, while addressing legitimate social concerns in order to
enhance competitiveness and growth.

Ondřej KNOTEK MEP (Renew Europe, Czech Republic),
Regional Development Committee, Environment,
Public Health and Food Safety Committee
(He was unable to attend and wished to speak to the following points)
• It is always a pleasure to talk about the recovery and industrial policy
in Europe since I came in politics straight from the managing sector.
• The outbreak of Coronavirus represents a major shock for our
economy. This crisis has shown that the cohesion policy is very
important in the European Union. We need to acknowledge the
importance of a modern and simplified cohesion policy with continued emphasis on
environment. Cohesion policy is more than ever needed to reduce the disparities, to help
low-income and low-growth regions to catch up and to support sustainability. To mitigate
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the effects of this unprecedented health and economic crisis, European solidarity is more
than ever needed. In this time of crisis, greater help should be given to regions and Member
States, which are already behind and are now facing high pressure on their health care
systems. At the same time, we need to restart our economy by providing support to our SMEs
and by taking measures to favour job creation and maintenance especially for young people.
• The role of the EU’s Industrial Strategy is very well needed and I welcome that European
Commission came up with a renewed industrial strategy. The Commission is setting up a
clear direction for a globally competitive, climate-neutral and digitalised industry. The
Strategy will support and enable European industry towards the green and digital
transitions, making our economy more competitive, providing a fair living for our citizens,
and strengthening innovation and digitalisation.

Malte LOHAN, ORGALIM, Director General
I am happy to share some remarks from perspective of Europe’s
technology industries, covering machinery and mechanical
engineering; metal technology; electrical engineering, electronics and
ICT.
Products range from industrial robots to the sensors and drives
technology used for autonomous and electric mobility, from the
equipment used for 5G to the components required for smarter energy
systems. We represent about one third of European industry and one
third of Europe’s exports, and 11.5 million direct employees in high
skilled and future-facing jobs. Some of the companies are global household names, including
those represented today. The vast majority of the 770,000 companies in our industries are
midcaps, SMEs and microbusinesses
The crisis now facing our industries is the worst since WW2. We are expecting that recovery
will last well into 2021. We estimate 500,000 jobs at risk
So the choices Europe makes now are critical for us. We welcome the broad interest this new
industrial strategy generates in the European Parliament – as shown by level of engagement
today, and the massive number of amendments to the draft Industrial Strategy report. We
support the overall direction of the draft report.
Three main points where we would welcome the Parliament’s support in this phase:
1. Making European industry Resilient: we support the focus on stimulating resilience of the
European economy. The question is what this means, and a clear signal from the parliament
will be helpful.
• There is a lot of focus on the EU’s strategic autonomy. We believe this must be
understood as technology leadership, not protectionism. In key areas like industry 4.0 or
clean tech, we have global leadership. We have to retain this leadership so we can act
globally from a position of strength. For this, we depend on open competitive markets.
We are very concerned about temptation for Europe to become protectionist: this would
damage our industries ability to retain our technological edge, not help
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• On supply chains: we understand the need to look at specific sectors where there are
immediate vulnerabilities – PPE, medicines. But the general principle must be
diversification, not decoupling. In advanced products, we are very export oriented and
our supply chains are highly complex and integrated to serve these markets. We oppose
efforts to mandate a general re-shoring of supply chains, or pushing European value
chains to become self-sufficient. Companies must be able to make decisions about their
supply chains free of interference. Aim must be to create right conditions for companies
to want to invest in Europe, and help them diversify.
2. Ecosystems: we support the focus on industrial ecosystems as key pillar of Europe’s
industrial strategy. It’s a new approach, and there is a lot at stake to get it right. We would
welcome Parliament’s support on two points:
• a recognition of “advanced manufacturing“ as an ecosystem. Advanced manufacturing, or
Industry 4.0, is an ecosystem “par excellence”, touches all different sectors, 700,000 large
and small companies, 11.5 direct employees and millions more indirect. It has a critical
and transversal capability in driving the competitiveness of European economy.
• We call for strong governance on industrial ecosystems; to that extent, we support the
development of an Industrial Forum, with broad industry representation. This needs to
focus on transversal aspects and broader implementation of industrial strategy, building
on experiences of the ‘Industry 2030 High Level Industrial Roundtable’ and the ‘Strategic
Forum on IPCEIS’ as collaborative platforms.
3. Innovation. This remains the single most important driver of our future competitiveness,
where we call for European Parliament help:
• The allocation of sufficient funds. We need to finally reach the target of 3% of GDP in RDI
intensity. Even though we have strongly welcomed the overall historic nature of the
EUCO agreement, we believe this ambition is not yet sufficiently reflected
We are at your disposal to discuss how the Parliament can best support our industries’ recovery
and resilience.

Benedikt KUTTENKEULER, SIEMENS,
Head of EU Government Affairs
The European Commission and national governments have
demonstrated an extraordinary degree of decisiveness by
implementing crisis-mitigating policies designed to quickly
support businesses and workers during this crisis. For
economies to begin their slow recovery from this crisis, the
existing short-term liquidity measures need to be complemented
by a new set of policies. To overcome the economic crisis, it is
necessary to accelerate investments in productivity enhancing
measures and key areas supporting digitization, automation and sustainability of our energy
system.
We recommend focusing on the following areas:
1. Strengthen resilience
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The best way to prepare for a variety of possible future crisis scenarios is to establish a culture
of resilience. This culture of resilience includes diversifying the sourcing of critical components
and the energy supply, ramping up and strengthening supply chains in a coordinated way, and
protecting strategic technology value chains like connected, clean and autonomous vehicles,
smart health, low-carbon industry, hydrogen technologies and systems, Industrial Internet of
Things and Cybersecurity.
Examples:
• Enhance digital resilience by establishing a library of digital manufacturing files for critical

products. Production data for potentially critical products such as ventilators, masks,
generators, water treatment equipment and many others should be digitalized. By creating a
“digital twin” of potentially critical products, the real production can be boosted by digital
technologies and be ramped up more quickly during the next crisis.
• Increase awareness for the importance of cybersecurity, especially for remote site and device
connection for industrial and electric sites.
• Integrate lessons learned from the pandemic in the requirements for public buildings, e.g. by
encouraging improved indoor air filtration.
• Channel investment in technologies that enables autonomous buildings & plants to be
monitored remotely. This technology is especially impactful during emergencies providing
greater flexibility in managing critical assets remotely.

2. Use limited public resources effectively
Public procurement is perhaps the most effective way to counter the unprecedented collapse in
demand during this crisis. As an example, each year, public authorities throughout the EU spend
the equivalent of 14% of the EU’s GDP or €2 trillion on purchasing goods and services. In the
OECD countries spend an average of 12% of their GDP on public procurement. This by far
outweighs any stimulus programme under consideration right now.
Hence public procurement could be a powerful stimulus policy for businesses. And we need
public entities to lead by example. They should spend more money on areas that are decisive for
the future of their country such as digitalization, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, smart and
sustainable infrastructure, sustainable mobility, renewable energies and energy efficiency. For
the decision process the given means of acceleration and using relevant criteria beyond pricing
(e.g. quality) should be more actively used.
In many cases, public procurement authorities achieve unsatisfactory results by choosing
abnormally low bids, often resulting in significantly higher life-cycle costs or quality problems.
We suggest using the already existing means in this field actively and in countries where not
provided yet, making the principle of Most Economically Advantageous Tenders (‘MEATprinciple’) mandatory in any public procurement. Procurement should not only be driven by the
lowest price, but by additional criteria like quality, life-cycle cost, environmental characteristics
etc.
Examples:
• All public tenders for buildings, both new and renovations, should be made digital and have
BIM (Building Information Modelling) included with a coordinated overall design.
Simulation testing (Digital Twin for Buildings) and data sharing (“building twice”) should be
made mandatory as part of the handover processes.
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• Speed up the roll-out of initiatives that support the digitization of public transport – focus on

ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) deployment which is an essential
building block for the further digitalization of the rail sector and promoting digital
interlockings for a more resilient, digital rail infrastructure.

• Encourage incentives for industrial sectors, such as oil and gas, power utilities, mining,
cement, metals, marine, chemical, water & wastewater, fibre, to invest in energy efficiency
technologies, aiming at the reduction of CO2 impact in energy-intensive sectors..

3. Leverage speed and risk-sharing – Accelerate procedures and create list of dedicated
“Recovery Projects”
To recover as quickly as possible from this crisis, countries need to modernize critical and
system-relevant infrastructure to keep people in jobs and maintain political stability. But
lengthy approval procedures have often become an important limiting factor for infrastructure
projects.
We recommend creating a list of dedicated “Recovery Projects” to strengthen the productivity of
the economy with new and existing high-priority projects, benefitting from fast approval
procedures, simplified export financing and export credit insurance access.
Examples:
• Boost investment in artificial intelligence, especially for the manufacturing, health, mobility

and energy sectors.

• Speed up roll-out of 5G by harmonizing 5G frequency bandwidth and push frameworks for

fast rollout and open markets.
• Create the opportunity to operate flexible, locally limited “own” 5G networks for
communication among machines, systems and plants at production sites.
• Ensure the public sector becomes a leading pioneer and trendsetter in making non-personal
data available.
• Fast-track approval of onshore wind parks, transmission grids or power plants to secure
electricity supply.

4. Introduce moratorium on new regulations and temporary exemptions from existing
regulations
Recovery will require investments from the private sector. The government should therefore
make it easier, not harder, to invest. As many companies scramble to repair their supply chain,
address liquidity problems and face a collapse in demand of unprecedented level, several new
regulations are in the making. We would argue that now is not the time to introduce new red
tape. We appreciate that the European Commission has already revised its current Work
Program and has delayed certain new policy measures. But these delays may not go far enough,
and more flexibility might be needed.
In addition to this, we propose introducing legislation that creates clearly defined exemptions
from existing regulations for investments decision taken between now and 2023.
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Examples:
• Avoid rigid legislation on artificial intelligence to not hamper the uptake of AI in the EU.
• Remove legal uncertainties in the handling of data, especially regarding data sharing or data

pooling of companies.

• Reduce technological gap in e-mobility (esp. battery technology), support hydrogen (e-fuels)

for heavy-duty trucks, ships, planes.

• Foster eligibility of e-fuels for vehicles to meet their CO2 targets. This safeguards jobs in the

automotive supplier sector, creates new jobs along the entire hydrogen value chain, and
makes transport CO2 neutral.
• Remove obstacles for 5G deployment.
• Create a legal environment that enables a business case for carbon neutral steel
manufacturing plants.

5. Empower our people – by investing in upskilling and reskilling our workforce.
Economies are changing – globally. We can only keep pace if our people are equipped with the
right skills and know-how to meet future industrial requirements, such as automation,
digitalization, and healthcare. (As a good corporate citizen, Siemens has been working closely
together with universities and technic al colleagues, donating software licenses, digital systems,
or simulators to empower the future skills in the digital and industrial area.)
Examples:
• Establish a Council that brings together senior business leaders and academic leaders to

create targeted vocational programs for employees to enable them to develop the new skills
needed.
• Make reskilling an essential element of the transition of our energy systems away from solid
fossil fuels into new areas like machine learning, programming, AI or automation.

Karl PIHL, ERICSSON, Head of European Affairs
EFM Industry Board Member
To start with, very briefly just a few words on our company. Today, we
are one of only two European actors involved in manufacturing mobile
telecommunications networks. About 40% of the world’s mobile traffic
is carried through networks that we have built.
We are present today in around 180 markets around the world but we
are proud to say that Europe is our home base. This is where we have
18 out of 35 R&D centres, around half of our 100K strong workforce
and where 60% of our research is being conducted.
On the business side, we are now currently leading the 5G technology race, with a record 56 live
5G networks across 5 continents and more is to come as we are up in 100 commercial 5G
agreements. And as we are in a manufacturing context here, (yes tech companies are also
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involved in manufacturing!) we today have production of our network equipment in Estonia,
Romania and Poland here in Europe.
Now, one thing that the Covid crisis has really shown, is that fixed and mobile communication
networks are really critical to our society. We have seen very sharp increases in network traffic
– in some areas up to 50%, including increased voice traffic (people are calling more) not only
consuming data.
But mobile connectivity does much more than help support our changed living behaviour – it
also provides a stable platform for economic growth, not the least when we factor in the big
potential that is still untapped by digitising our industry verticals, like: the health sector, energy
& utilities, transportation, agriculture etc.
And no surprise, we see 5G here as being the most important part of the evolving digital
infrastructure, which requires focused attention and investments, to support the digital
transformation.
According to a report we did some year ago, the business opportunity of leveraging 5G to
digitalize industries is estimated to be over US$1.2 trillion by 2026 and the manufacturing
sector shows the 2nd best business potential (smart factories etc.) here after the energy &
utilities sector.
So, we welcome EC President Von Der Leyen´s focus on the twin-transition, one of them being
digital of course, but it’s important now that the policy-makers keep up the momentum and the
determination to deliver on it because we have a lot to gain from it, allowing us to come out
stronger of this crisis.
Then there are of course other reasons to why we in Europe are not as well advanced in the 5G
roll-out as in other regions in the world, but that topic would be enough to fill a whole EFM
meeting alone, so I wont dig deeper into that now.
If, I can end with a few concrete things that we would like to see in an upcoming EU industrial
policy it would be:
• Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). Which is completely omitted in the EP draft report. IPR is
something that should be recognized as a core element of a forward-looking European
industrial policy because Patents and IPR-protection are vital for R&D investment, job
creation and competitiveness and for us as European tech players to continue to be
technology leaders. This is absolutely vital.

 and secondly, the external dimension as evoked by Mr Bütikofer and Mrs Leitao-Marques.
We need to safeguard free trade while ensuring fair access to international markets
Europe should continue to be a leading force supporting a global free trade system. European
companies, like Ericsson, are also global. We do 80% of revenues outside Europe. But it is
equally important to establish and maintain reciprocal treatment for countries that restrict
market access for European companies, and where state financing and state ownership
creates an unfair cost advantage in those markets. So, we really must advance in getting the
WTO reform happening.
Those are some of the perspectives from our side.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Antony FELL, EUROPEAN FORUM FOR MANUFACTURING,
Secretary General
Thank you, all contributors to this valuable debate on the EU
Recovery & New Industrial Policy.
The next EFM virtual Forum will be on Wednesday 30 September
2020 18h30-20h00 on the Green Deal and Electro-mobility. Please
advise us if you would like to contribute.
With regard to EFM membership, any MEP present today wishing to
receive notice of EFM meetings, will be welcome to join the Forum at
no cost.
On behalf of everyone present today, I would like to thank Maria Grapini MEP most warmly for
her excellent chairing.

**********************
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